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LATTICE-ORDERED  GROUPS AND  A CONJECTURE
FOR ADEQUATE DOMAINS

J.   W.  BREWER,  P.   F.   CONRAD  AND  P.  R.  MONTGOMERY

Abstract. In this paper, we present a counterexample to

show that adequate domains are not characterized by the property

that nonzero prime ideals are contained in a unique maximal ideal.

The counterexample is obtained by constructing a lattice-ordered

group with certain properties and exploiting the relation between

Bezout domains and their (lattice-ordered) group of divisibility.

The domain constructed is an elementary divisor ring with zero

Jacobson radical. The lattice-ordered group constructed also shows

that various conjectures about /-groups are false.

In this note we construct a lattice-ordered group which provides not

only a counterexample to certain lattice group-theoretic conjectures,

but also provides a counterexample to a conjecture in commutative rings.

We have arbitrarily chosen to discuss the ring-theoretic conjecture first,

saving the group-theoretic considerations until the example has been

given.

A problem going back at least as far as [7] is to determine those rings

(predictably called elementary divisor rings) for which an elementary

divisor theory exists. Even earlier, Helmer [5] showed that not only does

the domain of entire functions have such a theory, it also has a property

which he labeled adequate. An integral domain D is said to be adequate if

D is Bezout (finitely generated ideals of D are principal) and for each

a,beD, a¿¿0¿¿b, there exist c,deD such that a=cd, (b,c) = D, and

if 5 is a nonunit divisor of d, then (b, s)^D. Henriksen [6] appears to be

the first person to have given an example to show that being adequate is

a stronger property than that of being an elementary divisor ring. In

proving this, he observed that if D is an adequate domain, then each

nonzero prime ideal of D is contained in a unique maximal ideal. A

natural question to ask is whether or not the converse holds and the ques-

tion is explicitly raised in [9]. We settle this question in the negative by

showing that there exists an elementary divisor ring which is not adequate
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but which does have the property that each nonzero prime ideal is con-

tained in a unique maximal ideal. Our approach is the by-now standard

one of interpreting and solving the problem in the theory of lattice-

ordered abelian groups and then pulling the solution back to integral

domains.

Let D be a unitary integral domain with quotient field K. We recall

several facts. The group of divisibility of D, denoted G(D), is the mul-

tiplicative group of nonzero principal fractional ideals of D, partially

ordered by taking as the positive cone the set of principal integral ideals

of D. If D is a Bezout domain, then the divisibility group of D is a lattice-

ordered group (/-group), and if J is any abelian /-group, there exists a

Bezout domain D such that G(D)^J. Moreover, there is a one-to-one

inclusion reversing correspondence between the set of prime ideals of a

Bezout domain and the set of prime subgroups of its divisibility group.

(A convex /-subgroup S of an /-group G is prime if G/S is totally ordered,

orequivalently, ifaA¿>=0inG, then a g S orb g S.) The reader who desires

more details is referred to [4, Chapter III].

If D is a Bezout domain, the adequate condition on D translates readily

into a condition on G{D) ([9]), and conversely, if G(D) satisfies this

condition, then D must be adequate. Theorem 4.7 of [9] shows that D

is adequate if and only if (in the terminology of /-groups) G(D) is project-

able. An /-group is projectable if each principal polar is a cardinal Sum-

mand; that is, G=g"EBg' for each gGG, where g' = {x gG\\x\a

1*1=0}, g"={y g G\ \x\A\y\=0 for each x eg'}.
The above remarks show that our problem is to find an abelian /-group

G that satisfies: (1) Each proper prime subgroup of G contains a unique

minimal prime subgroup, but not: (2) G is projectable.

Consider the following partially ordered set

•       •       •
2        3        4

Let V be the set of all integer valued functions on Y and define

v = (v0, vlt t>2, • • •) to be positive if v0>0 and u!=0, ;'=2, 3, • • • , or

v0=0 and i\=0 for ;'=1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ . Then V is an /-group. Let G be the

subgroup of Kgenerated by the small or restricted direct sum on 1,2, 3, • • •,

and the element a={\, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, • • •)• It is easy to check that if g e G,

then gvO e G and hence G is an /-subgroup of V.

Let v(i) be the characteristic function on i for /=1, 2, 3, • • ■ . Then

G=v(i)"mv(jy for i=2, 3, • • • , but a e G\(i>(l)"fflu(l)') so that G does

not satisfy (2).
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Let Uo={veG\vo=0}, U1={veG\v0 = v1=0}, and for i=2, 3, • • • ,

U—iveGlv—O}.
It is easy to check that G¡U¡ is totally ordered, so that each U} is a

proper prime subgroup of G. Suppose that P is a prime subgroup of G.

If v(i)eP for i=2, 3, • • • , then P^UU and hence P=t/0 or P=U1.

If v(j)£P for some;>l, then U¡ = v(j)' ^P and hence P= t/,. Thus,

{£/,■} jj° is the set of all proper prime subgroups of G and hence G satisfies

(1).
Let D be a Bezout domain whose group of divisibility is isomorphic to

G. We remark that D must be an elementary divisor ring; D has only

countably many maximal ideals and as Kaplansky notes in [8, p. 80],

such a Bezout domain must be an elementary divisor ring. Moreover it

is easy to see that G is the union of its minimal primes and thus D has

Jacobson radical (0). The aforementioned example of Henriksen has Jacob-

son radical 5^(0).

In summary, the domain D, whose group of divisibility is G, has the

following properties:

(a) D is an elementary divisor domain.

(b) Each nonzero prime ideal of D is contained in a unique maximal

ideal.

(c) D is not adequate.

(d) D has Jacobson radical = (0).

Turning now to /-groups, it is interesting to trace the relationship

between (1) and (2) in /-groups. Bigard [1] derives a condition that is

necessary and sufficient for (2) and states that this condition is stronger

than (1). However, he gives no example to substantiate this claim. The

question whether (1) implies (2) was posed in [3].

A value of an element d in an /-group A is a convex /-subgroup M of A

that is maximal with respect to not containing d. A is finite-valued if

each 0#i/ £ A has only a finite number of values. If A is finite-valued, then

(1) implies (2). For rings, the analogous result is also known—namely,

if D is a Bezout domain such that each nonzero prime ideal is contained

in a unique maximal ideal, and if each nonzero element of D is contained

in only finitely many maximal ideals, then D is adequate [9, Theorem 4.3].

A convex /-subgroup C of an /-group A is closed if for {ax\X £ A} £ C

and if a=V ax exists, then ae C. We see that:

(3) Each prime subgroup of G is closed.

Thus, (3) does not imply that G is finite-valued. This settles an open

question in /-groups that has been around for some years. It is known

that if A is finite-valued, then A satisfies (3), and that (3), in turn, is

equivalent to quite a few interesting properties of A.
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An /-group is laterally complete if each disjoint subset has a least upper

bound. One may verify that V is the lateral completion of G; that is, V

is laterally complete, no proper /-subgroup of V containing G is laterally

complete, and each positive element in V exceeds a positive element in

G.
An a*-extension of an abelian /-group A is an abelian /-group H that

contains A as an /-subgroup and is such that the correspondence K-*KnA

is a one-to-one map of the set of closed convex /-subgroups of H onto

the set of closed convex /-subgroups of G.

In [2], it is shown that each abelian /-group admits an a*-closure (an

û*-extension that admits no proper a*-extension). An open question

from [2] is whether or not an a*-closure contains the lateral completion.

The answer is no since V is not an a*-extension of G. For, if B={v g

V\ví=0, i—2, 3, •••}, C={vgV\ví=0, /=0, 2, 3,-• •}, then B and C
are closed convex /-subgroups of V, but B(~\G = C C\G=C.

Hence, the /-group V and its /-subgroup G satisfy the following:

(1) Each prime subgroup of G contains a unique minimal prime

subgroup.

(2) G is not projectable.

(3) Each prime subgroup of G is closed.

(4) G is not finite-valued.

(5) V is the lateral completion of G, but V is not an a*-extension of G.

This example can also be used to show that a polar C of an a*-closed

/-group H need not be a*-closed and H\C need not be a*-closed. Here

H is the a*-closure of G.

In [2] there is an example of an /-group that satisfies (1) through (4),

but it is much more complicated than the one given here. Richard Byrd

has sent us an example, similar to the one in [2], that satisfies (1) through

(4). Our example is an /-homomorphic image of Byrd's. He also has a

method for constructing /-groups that satisfy (3) and (4).
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